National emergency/disaster management model for Bulgaria
TERMINOLOGY

**DISASTER**
- significant disruption
- natural phenomena and / or human activity
- negative consequences
- exceed the capacity of the system

**STATE OF EMERGENCY**
- introduces into the disaster zone
- declared by the major, governor or council of ministers
Meet Challenges, Seize Opportunities, Anticipate the Future!

Disaster protection

Who → Executive power → Legal entities → Sole traders

Through → UNIFIED RESCUE SYSTEM

Where → National level → Regional level → Municipal level

How → PREVENTION and PREPAREDNESS → RESPONSE → RECOVERY → RESOURCE → SUPPORT
How

Objectives

Activities

Risk Analysis
Planning
Risk Assessment
Monitoring
Risk reduction
Early warning
Categorization
Means of protection
Critical infrastr.
Education

PREVENTION and PREPAREDNESS
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**Risk Analysis**

- Risk Assessment
  - Risk reduction
  - Categorization
  - Critical infrastr.
  - Planning
  - Monitoring
  - Early warning
  - Means of protection
  - Education

**Seismic Risk**

**Flood Risk**

**Geological Risk**

**CBRN Risk**

**Forest Fire Risk**
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National level
- NATIONAL STRATEGY for disaster risk reduction
- NATIONAL PROGRAM for disaster risk reduction
- NATIONAL PLAN for disaster risk reduction

Regional level
- REGIONAL PROGRAM for disaster risk reduction

Municipal level
- MUNICIPAL PROGRAM for disaster risk reduction
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Bulgarian Ministry of Interior
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Designated institutions and organizations
The Council of Ministers
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Advisory body

Advise

Designate

National Headquarter
For the implementation of the National Disaster Protection Plan
Meet Challenges, Seize Opportunities, Anticipate the Future!

Disaster risk reduction advisory body

Develops and proposes

NATIONAL STRATEGY for disaster risk reduction

NATIONAL PROGRAM for disaster risk reduction

NATIONAL PLAN for Disaster Protection
Regional level

REGIONAL PROGRAM for disaster risk reduction

REGIONAL PLAN for protection in case of disasters

Regional headquarter
UNIFIED RESCUE SYSTEM
Fire Safety and Protection of the Population operational Centres
Meet Challenges, Seize Opportunities, Anticipate the Future!

COORDINATION AND INTERACTION ON THE FIELD

OPERATIONS MANAGER
Meet Challenges, Seize Opportunities, Anticipate the Future!

Who → Executive power → Legal entities → Sole traders

Through → UNIFIED RESCUE SYSTEM

Where → National level → Regional level → Municipal level

How → PREVENTION and PREPAREDNESS → RESPONSE → RECOVERY → RESOURCE → SUPPORT
THANK YOU!